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Soviet History Reconsidered; The Reform of Undergraduate History Teaching in
Contemporary Russian Universities

1 Introduction

Since the fall of the Soviet Union, Russia has experienced a complete swing of the
pendulum with regard to historical education. Where there was once almost lotal state control
over all topics covered in the classroom and interpretations thereof, there is now virtually no
control at all over what interpretations may be made. Fonnerly, the MiniS'lry of Higher
Edl!lcation (hereafter referred to as MinVUZ) retained almost complete control over the history
curricula in universities: which classes could be taught. how many hours would be required for
each class, which textbooks would be used and which topics would be covered. Now, MinVUZ
simply makes recommenda.tions for each of these elements, and the universities and individual
professors make the final decisions over courses, hours, topics, and materials.
Both inside and outside of Russia, many people consider the transition from communism
to democracy to be a positive progression towards a higher standard of living and better
opportunities for each person. But many complications have arisen within the state's
ins,titutions, including edl!Jcation. Educational instittutiolils have experienced ,increasing probDems
as a result of state policies, transitional poli,tics, and interpersonal conflicts. Whereas stale
control was perhaps the only main problem regarding education, and specifica!lly education in
hi,story, !.he lack of state control over education has become only one of many severe problems
concerning undergraduate teaching of Russian history.

9

During the Soviet years, professors in the state universities used only one overarching
interpretation to explain the events of Soviet history: Marxism-Leninism. This theory extolled
the value of the working class as a force struggling against an oppressive capitalistic society.
Marxism-Leninism advocated the revolution of the proletariat in order to create a socialist,
classless state. In the classroom, professors used this theory to build feelings of nationalism for
the Soviet state among the students. This was the only interpretation officially allowed by the
Ministry of Higher Education (MinVUZ). MinVUZ officials limited professors' freedom to
elaborate on this interpretation and forbade public refutation of it in the classroom. Although the
KGB (Soviet intelligence organization and secret police) enforced this policy more rigorously
during the Stalin years, by arresting dissenters and sending them to labor camps in Siberia, it
remained in place throughout the Soviet era.
During the Soviet years, MinVUZ had total control over universities. It prescribed which
classes were to be taught, which classes were required for each -specialization, how many hours
were to be spent in each class during the week, which topics were to be covered and with which
interpretation they were to be presented. MinYUZ recommended a small number of texts that
professors could use in their classes, all with the same basic Marxist interpretation of Russian
history. Money came directly from MinVIZ to the universities, and this money paid mostly for
professors' salaries and technology. Public university education - the only higher education
option available - was free to all students during the Soviet years.
The situation in Russian schools and universities has changed completely in the last ten
years. Russians have thrown off the chains of strict governmental control over infonnation and
embraced every bit of information they can acquire. This attitude has found its way into
MinVUZ, which now exercises few controls over what te"tbooks it recommends to universities,
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likely out of fear of being accused of censorship. For the most part, any person claiming to be a
scholar in history may write a textbook with his or her interpretation of historical events, and
MinVUZ is likely to recommend it for use in universities. This may seem like a positive change,
but like many other changes in Russia, it has gone too far. For example. many authors who are
not scholars in history have published books that MinVUZ recommends that are of low quality
and contain suspect interpretations. I As a result, it is difficult to find textbooks that are of good
enough quality to use them in a classroom. And it means that there is a chance that students will
end up studying unqualified interpretations and receiving poor training in Russian history.
This is only one of the major problems that university history departments have
experienced in the last ten years. Now, the main concern is not ideological control over
professors and textbooks, but a combination of a relative lack of state control, plus a lack of
adequate funding, low professors' salaries. poorfacilities, and faculty and university political
agendas. All of these issues are deeply interwoven. Making them even more difficult is the fact
that twentieth century Russian history remains heavily politicized and therefore a very
challenging topic to teach.
MinVUZ no longer has the funds to be able to provide adequate professor salaries or
adequate allocations for new technology, which becomes increasingly important in a
communications-based world. It also now only provides guidelines for the courses that are
offered in the universities. The courses that are required by the departments for the history
specialization are subject to decision by the department itself, as well as the number of hours
required for each course. Interpretations are left up to professors and are no longer subject to
ideological control. This in itself is a positive aspect of change, but many Soviet-trained history
professors remain in departments, teaching a Marxist-Leninist interpretation because they have
I

Suprun. Mikhail Nikolaevich. Interview, January 17,2002.
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used the framework for so long, and they know no other way of explaining history. Many of
them still firmly believe in it as well. Frequently - but not always - these professors are poorly
trained, but there is no easy way to dismiss them before their retirement
Even more than poor teaching, financial concerns, more so than just the decreasing
money given by MinVUZ. are an enormous problem in Russian universities today. EspeciaHy
after the fiscal crisis of 1998, when the value of the ruble plummeted, there is very linle money
to spend on anything, and professors' salaries, technology acquisition, and supplies suffer.
Salaries in Russia are extremely low, and that is driving away many would-be history majors
from specializing in history. Even those who major in history tend to find teaching jobs in
Western-funded private universities (where they exist., mostly in Moscow and St. Petersburg)
where they may make a decent living. Other professors tutor students on the side to earn money
where they can. Information has become increasingly important, especially with regard to
internet access, and without computers or money for internet usage (ex.pensive for Russians in
most universities), students suffer from the lack of access to documents. resources for
infonnation to which their contemporaries in other countries have an easy time accessing. Many
students now have to pay tuition in order to enter the university, even though Soviet education
prided itself on being free to all who wanted it, and in theory university education is st~H free to
about 75-80% of the students who desire it. Students simply do not have the money for supplies
and textbooks, let alone tuition. And some students with money, but few academic
qualifications, are able to bribe their way into a spot at the university - common in St.
Petersburg, which, along with Moscow State University, is the most prestigious place to study in
the country. These bribes are tolerated because they often go directly into the pockets of
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whoever takes lhe bribe, usually adminiSITalOrs. Some wealthier high school students also
receive private "tutoring" from professors so they may enter the university upon graduation.
Competing political agendas and foreign influence make up the third major problem
concerning lhe teaching of Russian history. One of the biggest challenges of the transition in
Russia the last ten years has been the two general schools of political thought that have re
emerged. They can loosely be grouped under lhe terms "conservatives" and "liberals." Of
course, Russian historians have diverse views about Russian

h~s~oliY that

reflect their

po~itics,

training and individual interpretations. For simplicity's sake, I have chosen to refer to these two
basic positions.

In many ways, these two groups are very similar to the Slavophiles and Westerners of lhe
pre-Soviet years. These people were divided as to the identity of Russia, and whether ,it shoul'd
follow western customs and rule of law (Westemizers). or devise its own specifically RussiLan
course (Slavophiles). Modern-<iay Communists in Russia fall into the Slavophile. or
conservative. category. and for that reason. many people consider them to be patriots. While not
advocating a system of conlrOl similar to the Soviet era., lhe Communists continue to advocate
for the basic principles of socialism, and many of them are against the growing influence of the
West.. ex.pressed through information technology and, in the realm of higher education, grants
from foreign universities and educational experiences abroad. Many of them oppose relying on
heavy foreign investment, mostly from the West, to rebuild Russia. and preferto take a more
independent course on domestic and foreign politics and do what they view to be best for Russia
itself. The liberals, on the other hand. typically favor connections with lhe West and of
following European systems as an example of how to rebuild Russia The many political parties
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that exist in Russia today can be grouped generally under the umbrella of this anc'ient Russian
debate.
This debate manifests itself at the university level within the history depanments
themselves when professors in disagreement politically with one another anempt to control what
other professors teach. Twentieth century Russian history is a ve,ry politically cbarged subject
since professors with differing political views now disagree' greatly on the interpretations that
may be made with regard to interpretations of certain events in Soviet history - the Great
October Socialist Revolution and the role of Leon Trotsky, for example. Besides the many
professors that still believe and teach the old Marxist-Leninist theory, there are professors who
teach more liberal interpretations that basically conclude that socialism was not the destined goal
for Russia, as the Communists agreed it was.
The differences in political beliefs maybe would not constitute a problem, but history
departments are in some cases heavily influenced by foreign universities that provide money for
professors' sabbaticals and education. According to professors and students in St. Petersburg
and Arkhangelsk, professors with abilities in foreign languages - especial\ry western ~ receive
more of these grants, which not only provide them with wider access to 'infonnation, but also
with larger salaries - a perk that is obviously highly coveted among professors in Russia. This
type of situation breeds resentment very easily, and as a result of that resentment, professorial
relations become strained. Some professors in St. Petersburg end up being fired for wha't seem to
be reasons of envy and resentment.
The sources for the following discussion include the Great Soviet Encyclopedia, 3ed
edition, in translation (hereafter referred to as BSE), Mikhail Pokrovsky's A Brief History of
Russia, several online sources and interviews obtained at St. Petersburg State University and
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Pomor State University in Arkhangelsk. These interviews were conducted in January 2002 when
I visited 51. Petersburg and Arkhangelsk and spoke with several students, faculty and
administrators (see bibliography). I also was able to obtain a collection of documents from a
professor of Western history directly dealing with the scandal S1. Petersburg's history
depanment experienced in the last five years. Based on these sources, I've discovered that,
while there is no longer any ideological control whatsoever, the lack of ideological control is
almost as problematic as too much of it. And this is only one of the major problems affecting the
teaching of Russian history in universities today. While there is no longer official censorship,
the financial difficulties and political turmoil involved have served

[0

obstruct the free flow of

unbiased information such that students still do not have access to all the information that would
constitute a complete education.

In my discussion, I will compare how the two universities have dealt with pressing social.
financial and economic concerns. This will demonstrate not only the differences in how
universities in Russia are dealing with these concerns, but also how a major university with a
great deal of prestige in a in a large. cosmopolitan city can have much more trouble dealing with
interpersonal political conflict than a smaller university in the interior, despite the fact that it
receives substantially more financial support from the central government. This comparison
provides a context for understanding the challenges present in teaching history. and shows how
universities in Russia are dealing with these chaJlenges in varying ways.
The examination of state control over higher education indicates the way in which
Russian government educational policy and ideology have changed in the last ten years, and to
some degree hint at where it is headed - toward a freer, more liberal society that is open to the
influx of information from around the world as well as to different interpretations of facts. The
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financial crisis that Russian has experienced - and from which it is only slowly recovering - bas
caused a nearly desperate situation in universities, which urgently need money in order to
improve the quality of education and attraet well-trained professors. The question of political
agendas also illustrates the question of the extent to which Russian scholars will embrace
western influence in tenns of educational opportunities abroad, grants and "liberal" political
ideas, and that severe conflict over politics results in dissatisfied students receiving what they
believe is a poor education. In examining all of these factors, I find that Russia has come a long

,,•
,

way from the Soviet days of forced Marxist-Leninist indoctrination and one-sided politics, but
the aforementioned difficulties have made teaching Russian history still a considerable challenge

~

in universities.

4
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IT. Soviet vs. Contemporary Interpretations of Russian History: The Changing Purposes of
Historical Education

During the Soviet period, official historians followed the Marxist-Leninist doctrine of the
Communist Party of the Soviet Union (CPSU). According to Marxism-Leninism, which is based
on the theory of Marx and Engels, capitalistic society results in the oppression and exploitation
of the working class by the bourgeoisie. Marx believed that the workirng class cannot be
productive as long as the bourgeoisie exploits its labor and keeps all of me profits. It is not until
the working class "repossesses the fruits of their labor',2 that they will cease to be oppressed.
The revolution of the proletariat against the bourgeoisie and capitalism is the desired path
towards this repossession, and the revolution in the end will bring about socialism, which
includes a classless society.
Marxism-Leninism interprets history as a four·step progression of socio-economic
systems, from a primitive tribal society to a socialist state. The socialist state is the final stage
the ''utopia'', so to speak. As applied to Russia by Soviet historians, the s~ages staned with Rus·.
a network of primitive people who lived along the Volga river and traded with the Vara,ngians
and Byzantium before they being united under Rurik, the first prince of Rus'. Under Ivan IV,
this new Kievan state eventually became a feudal society that existed in Russia for nearly 300
years until Tsar Alexander II abolished serfdom in 1861. In the feudal system, which was the
second step in the progression, lines between the peasantry and the nobility became clearly
defined and each class maintained a strict separation, with lhe nobility enjoying rights to
property, more freedom, and educalion. The serfs worked the land owned by the nobility and
had little access to education. no rights to own property, and no say in governmental policy.
2

Bolshaia Sovetskaya Entsiklooediia, vol. 4, p. 325
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They could be bought and sold by lheir landlords, and many faced harsh treatment if they
attempted to run away. A sizeable share of the crops they harvested went to the landlord every
year.
The third step in the progression is capitalism, in which the working class emerges
between the bourgeoisie (nobility) and the peasantry. Businesses and corporations become
dominant forces in the economy, and their productivity becomes more important than that of the
worker. As a result, the worker suffers from unhealthy working conditions, long work hours,
and poor wages. The upper classes tend to become wealthier, as they take their share from the
profits of industry. In order to make a profit, employers exploit the labor of the workers, and
their productivity diminishes. The employers, which make up the upper classes, grow steadily
richer while the workers grow poorer. Eventually, according to Marxism-Leninism, this third
stage will create such intense class warfare that the proletariat, in league with the peasants, will
revolt and assume power, establishing socialism as the fourth and final stage of this progression.
Lenin argued that Russia had entered this stage by the time of the first World War and used this
as justification for his revolution. No further progression is necessary because a workers'
democracy and socialism are created, establishing a classless society whelle a'll people have equal
access to education, housing, employment, and liIealth care. The gov,emment confiscates all
private property and converts it to public property, thereby ebminating ,the bourgeoisie.
Everyone becomes equal in a socio-economic sense in

~he

eyes of the government.

In my interviews, I've found that many contemporary historians reject the four-step

Marxist-Leninist interpretation, or at least question how it relates to Russian history. Professor
Igor Froyanov of St Petersburg State University, for example, teaches that early Russian
civilization during the Muscovite era resembled the city~state societies of ancient Greece more
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than feudalism in Western Europe during the Middle Ages. He encountered many problems with
the Soviet government when he first presented this theory in the mid-1980s, as it did not agree
with prescribed Marxist-Leninist ideology? Furthermore, many historians now agree that
capilalism never really existed in Russia after the emancipation of the serfs and at the start of the
twentieth century. The reason for this is that Russia did not become industrialized until after the
beginning of the Soviet years when it still largely had an agrarian economy_ There was an
extremely small working class that migrated to the cities, and there were few corporations or
other signs of a capitalistic system.
Also, the Bolsheviks technically had a minority of support when they staged their
insurrection and overthrew the Provisional Government in October of 1917. The Mensheviks,
Social Revolutionaries and other left-wing parties angling for revolution believed the bourgeoisie
should be included in the government, and did not want a dictatorship to result in place of a
democracy following the revolution, which is exactly what happened. In BSE, the Mensheviks
and SR's are severely criticized for their "'anti-revolutionist" views: two reasons are cited for the
immediate victory of the Bolsheviks in the October revolutlion, and one of them is the "departure
of the masses from influences of other (petit-bourgeois) parties like the Mensheviks".4 .
According to Lenin, the Bolsheviks were the only real pro-revolutionary party. Arnyone who
disagreed received liule mention otherwise in Soviet history, unless it was criticism.
One good example of ihis "selective" treatment of history concerns Leon Trotsky. He
was commonly considered Lenin's right-hand man during most of the revolution and civil war
years, and did not encounter problems until the troika of Zinoviev, Kamenev, and Stalin took
power after Lenin's death in 1924. (Stalin later consolidated power around himself.) Trotsky

J
4

Rymsha. Maksim Vladimirovich. Interview, January 13.2002.
BSE, voll. 4, p. 325
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was elected leader of the Petrograd soviet and played a major role in the defeat of Kerensk.y 
leader of the Provisional Government, which took over in the February Revolution of 1917 and
overthrew the tsar - after the Bolshevik revolution and the establishment of Lenin's Communist
regime. He also built up the Soviet army and then commanded it during the Russian Civil War.
However, he and Stalin vied for power following Lenin's death, and they had many severe
disagreements over Soviet economic policy and Bolshevik politics. He was banished from
power by Stalin, and after a campaign of denunciation against him, he was exiled in 1933. In
1940, he was murdered by Soviet intelligence agents in Mexico City.
After Stalin came to power, Trotsky was considered to be a dissident of the regime. No
reputable historian could include him in any version of history written after that time. He
scarcely received any mention in Soviet publications since the 19305. In BSE, there are several
listings under Trotsk.y. However, almost all of them mention him in one or two senlences,
usually pointing out something that he did that was in

di~oreement

with Lenin and for which he

received criticism. For example, with regard to the military refonn of 1924-5, Trotsky is only
mentioned in that the reforms were carried out during the struggle against him for leadership of
5

the CPSU. BSE also states that Lenin harshly criticized Trotsky's views on the October
Revolution and the role of the peasantry in it:

"In denying the revolutionary role of the peasantry as the ally of the proletariat, Trotsky
declared that the peasants would have a hostile anitude toward the working class and that
the working class could nO[ prevail without the direct state support of the proletariat of
Western Europe. The Trotskyite theory led to the denial of the possibility of building
socialism in Russia.'.6
Soviet publications do not completely agree on the assessment of Trotsky. He is
identified throughout BSE not only as someone not quite akin to a Menshevik but more like a

5
6

ibid., vol. 5, p. 274
ibUJ., vol. 7, p. 708
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Social Revolutionary, bur also as anti-Leninist. "Trotsky and a small group of his supporters
formally discontinued their struggle against Bolshevism bur did not renounce their anti-Leninist
views.,,7 The Mensheviks, like the Bolsheviks. believed that the existing government had to be
overthrown in favor of a socialist syslem, bur they did not advocate the armed insurrection that
the Bolsheviks did, and they condoned a bigger role for the bourgeoisie in implementing this
insurrection. The Social Revolutionaries, not quite as leftist as the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks,
advocated an overthrow of tsarism, btl( did not believe that the overthrow should only include
peasants and workers, and were not as strongly in favor of socialism as the Mensheviks. The
Bolsheviks criticized. the Mensheviks for being a more "bourgeois" party and for not really
advocating revolution or the rights of the proletariat. To identify Trotsky as anything but a
Bolshevik was a severe and unjust criticism of him, as well as an inaccurate portrayal of his role
in the October Revolution and the development of the USSR.

In Mikhail Pokrovsky's A Brief History of Russia, he i,s identified as a Menshevik.
Pokrovsky, an academician in history, wrote this decisive book on Russian and Soviet history in
1929; ten years later, Stalin wanted to change the Marxist-Leninist interpretation srightly to fit
the policies and future outlook of the USSR, and Pokrovsky and all his supporters were arrested g
Pokrovsky writes of Trotsky: "He was a genuine, full-blown Menshevik who had no desire
whatever for armed insurrection and was altogether averse to bringing tl1e revolution to its
completion; i.e., to the overthrow of tsarism.,,9 Pokrovsky goes on to criticize Trotsky and his
beliefs for another five pages. He also states, "To imagine that we called the working-class to

carry out a revolution in favor of the bourgeoisie is a piece of nonsense, invented by Trotsky.,,10

7 ibid.,

v. 15. p. 664
Lur'e, Lev. Interview, January 5, 2002.
9 Pokrovsky. A Brief History of Russia vol.
III ibid., p. 305

8
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n. p. 320

These comments are false, since Trotsky was indeed Lenin's closest associate during the
Revolution and Civil War and supported his beliefs in Bolsbevism. Trotsky did not encounter
official disagreement with the party line until he struggled with Stalin for power after Lenin's
death in 1924. In this way, the Soviets created their framework for interpretation, but room
existed for flexibility as long as it did not challenge the main points of the overall interpretation.
BSE and Pokrovsky have the same types of variations with regard to interpretations of
the Great October Socialist Revolution. Naturally, both BSE and

Pokrov~ky

have only lavish

praise for the Revolution, for Lenin, and for lhe Bolshevik handling of the insurrection and
takeover: According to these two sources, the socialist revolution was completely inevitable.
SSE states:
"Thus, the extent to which industry had be1::ome monopolized and banking capital
concentrated and the high level to which state monopoly capitalism had developed
testified to the fact that the material prerequisites for lhe socialist revolution in Russia had
matured sufficiently. The objective conditions for the transition to socialism had come
together and the transition to socialism, according to Lenin, was 'merely the next step
forward from state-capitalist monopoly.",11
"Oolly <Ii socialist revolution could resolve the pressing problems of social progress - the
need to el,irninate the bourgeois-landlord system in Russia, put an end to all fOnTIS of
nationa~ and social oppression, and establish a dictatorship of the proletariat with the aim
of building a socialist society.,,12
Pokrovsiky is of the same general mindset about inevitability, although he concentrates
predominantly on a comparison of the shortcomings of the French Revolution of 1789 with the
successes of (he October Revolution:

"-In exactly the same way, the Russian Revolution could not allow the counter
revolutionary capiLalist who was intriguing with all sorts of foreign 'missions' about how
best to suppress the workers' and peasants' movement to retain his factory ... [that] helps
us to realize how inevitable it was that it should become a Socialist revolution.,,13

BSE, vol. 4, p. 320
ibid., vol. 4, p. 322
13 Pokrovsky. A Brief History of Russia. vol.
11

/2
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n. p. 21

It seems as if Pokrovsky takes a slightly more objective view of the October Revolution
than that of BSE. He acknowledges the difficulties in leading such a revolution and in creating a
world revolution to follow it, though he asserts the inevitability of these revolutions just as BSE
does. First of all, he states at one point that the defense of what was won during the revolution
would be more difficult than the actual conquest, which is a notion he shared with Lenin. 14 He
also states that it was often thought that might have been easier for the Russian working class to
start the revolution (because the economic situation of the peasants and the working class had
been so difficult following the emancipation of serfdom in 1861) but it would be easier for
Russia's western comrades to complete it. He goes on later to say what seems to be the reverse 
that western countries would have more trouble starting a revolution than the Russians would
have in completing theirs, and that the struggle for World Communism would take a very long
lime.

ls This reflects a more realistic view of communism and Russia's leadership of world

communism than is usually found in BSE.
SSE glorifies Lenin and his propaganda for Marxist-Leninist ideology over capitalism:
"Lenin scientifically proved that the world capitalist system had fully ripened for the socialist
revolution by the beginning of the twentieth century and that the imperialist stage is the ~ve of
the socialist revolution.,,16 It is true that revolution was necessary and desired by the people, but

it is debatable that Russia was a capitalist enough state to warrant the kind of revolution that
Lenin advocated, according to the four-step theory of Marxism-Leninism. SSE generally
attributes all the successes of the revolution to Lenin's genius and drive to lead the country to
socialism. Lenin's works are quoted regularly throughout BSE; for example, <'To be successful,
insurrection must rely not upon conspiracy, not upon a Parry, but upon the advanced class...
ibid., p. 13
ibid.• p. 13
16 BS£., vol. 4, p. 3t9

14
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Insurrection must rely upon a revolutionary upsurge of the people:·

t7 Many other quotations

like th.is from Lenin's many pamphlets and essays may be found scattered through BSE, and
especially in the section regarding the Great October Socialist Revolution.
Pokrovsky's rendition of the events leading up to the October Revolution and the
insurrection itself mentions Lenin several times, but does not necessarily attribute to Lenin each
success of the Bolsheviks, although his ideas were the foundation of the party. In shon,
Pokrovsky praises Lenin, but does not glorify him quite the way BSE does. A more typical
quote in A Brief History ofRussia with regard to Lenin would be this: "Lenin set himself the task
of overrh"rowing the tsar, the Mensheviks that of compelling the tsar to give in."t8 Pokrovsky
also quotes many of Lenin's pamphlets and essays, bl!lt many times he also mentions Lenin
simply with regard to his role in the events described. BSEis more concerned with building up
Lenin as a nearly "perfect" revolutionary, the hero oflthe soci'allist revolution who could do no
wrong in his actions or ideologies.
After the fall of the Soviet Union, these interpretations could no longer stand up to
historical scrutiny. Gorbachev's government no longer required their use and allowed use of
other non-Marxist interpretations in the classroom. The chief difficulty initially was that no
textbooks existed that contained any other interpretations besides Marxism-Leninism. Even
now, eleven years later, some schools cannot afford new texts and still use the old Soviet ones. t9
Many professors cannot find texts they like and teach entirely from lecrures. 20 Now that there is
virtually no ideological control from the central government, professors may use whatever
interpretations and texts they see fit in the classroom - Marxist-Leninist or not However, in

Lenin, Pain. Sobr Soch. 5'" ed. vol. 32. p. 286. as quoted in BSE.. vol. 4, p. 325
Pokrovsky. A Brief History of Russia. vol. D, p. 168
19 Shcherbak, Andrei Nikolaevich. Interview. January to, 2002; FaiwUin. Evgeny Maksimovich. Interview,
January 14.2002.
20 Suprun, Mikhail Nikolaevich. Interview, Janaury 17,2002.
17

18
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many cases, it seems that older professors, who taught during the Soviet era. still use a Marxis[
Leninist framework for teaching history, as many of them do not know anOlher way to present
the infonnation or still believe in it.
Teachers seem not to have changed their perspective on Trotsky very much. In general,
professors discuss him briefly with regard to his role in the revolution and his quarrel with the
officials at the head of the Party. but professors lend not to mention many of his ideas. He
theorized the conditions for the permanent world socialist revolution as well as the roles of the
bourgeoisie and proletariat in the revolution, and he helped to develop the theory of modem
warfare in a civil war in the Soviet Union. 21 In fact, the Menshevik and other ideologies are
mentioned very linle as well when discussing the history of the revolution. It is possible that
since they did not playa large role in the final creation of the Soviet Union, they are ignored in
discussion. It is also possible that professors have limited knowledge of Trotsky, since he was
never discussed during the Soviet years. Professors acknowledge that if Trotsky had won the
struggle with Stalin, the Soviet Union would probably have followed a very different path, but he
is not viewed as an "altemative" to Stalin. n He would have advocated a world socialist
revolution after establishing socialism in the Soviet Union. In fact, some historians vie-.y him as
a weak leader, or a "romantic of revolutionaries," since he continued to hope that the world
socialist revolution would occur. even though it eventually became obvious during the late 19205
and early 19305 that it wouldn't. 23 Overall, the only significant change from the past to the
present is that Trotsky is no longer identified as an enemy to Bolshevism and does not have such
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a bad name. His role is discussed more objectively without the Soviet-era labels, but his name is
still not connected with positive emotion.
There are many interpretations of Lenin's role ,in the Oc~ober Revolution. They range
from the view that Lenin knew everything, did everything and saved the revolution to the view
that the revolutionaries were all Jewish students paid by Gennany to overthrow the government
4

and (probably) weaken Russia.2 It is true that many of ,the revolutionaries were Jewish
university students, but this theory is not commonly accepted. Some historians now
acknowledge that without the substantialleadersbip talents of Lenin in the Bolshevik Party, the
October Revolution might not have happened at all. His powers of oration and his dedication to
the revolution brought about the coup that overthrew the Provisional Government in 1917, and
without that, the October Revolution never would have happened. Some even contend that the
February Revolution might also have not occurred in quite the same way.2.5 At the time, Russia
faced economic and political crisis in the face of World War L and the people were largely
dissatisfied with the leadership of the tsar as well as the poor economic conditions. Many
political panies were in existence at the time in Russia, aside from the Bolsheviks, Mensheviks,
and Social Revolutionaries. Many historians now agree that anyone of these parties could have
overthrown the tsar and set up a dictatorship or other alternative government of some sort. 26
Professors and historians during the Soviet period were allowed some leeway in their
personal interpretations of history. as long as they folrlowed a Marxist-Leninist framework. This
leeway could include mild criticism or moderations of the accepted ideology. More leeway was
p<)ssible during the later Soviet years, but all texts and other documents (as well as class lectures)
had to comply with the overall "accepted" interpretation. MinVUZ published booklets every
Lur'e. Lev. Interview, January 5,2002.
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year wilh the official accepted interpretation as a teaching guide for each history course, and all
courses that could be taught by the university could be found in those booklets. These booklets
consisted of guidelines telling how to teach not only Russian history. from !.he Kievan Rus to the
present, from a Marxist-Leninist viewpoint. but also world history and even ancient history with
a Marxist-Leninist interpretation. 27 The underlying theme was that class warfare was the engine
of history. Punishments for professors for diverging too much from official interpretations
ranged from mild

[0

severe: the central government might refuse to publish a professor's latest

book, or the professor might lose his or her job. which was more common in the late Soviet

period. During the Stalin years. a professor not teaching the given interpretation risked arrest by
the KGB (known as the NKVD during Stalin's rule) and deportation to a labor camp.
Of course, non-official versions of history existed during the Soviet years, and were
quietly discussed in private homes among select groups of dissenters. One professor at Pomor
State University told me of the secret liberal group of historians that used to gather privately
around kitchen tables and discuss the latest works of Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn that had been
smuggled into the country. Solzhenitsyn was the author of A Day in the Life of Ivan Denisovich
and The Gulag Archipelago. He criticized the use of labor camps in Siberia and o!.her

.

governmental policies during the Stalin years. He emigrated to the United Slates, and his books
were forbidden in the Soviet Union.) Historians were able to publish using the method of

samizdal, or publishing one's own texts and documents oneself. Gathering a group of one's
fellow dissidents and having a typewriter party, where each types copies of the latest illegal
document frequently accomplished this. Of course, people engaged in these illegal activities
were liable to be watched by the KGB and possibly arrested for their dissidence. One professor I
spoke with at Pomor is certain that he had a KGB file at this time for being a member of the
17
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Salcharov group. It was by this means that he was able to learn facts about events in Soviet
history that could not be discussed

in a history classroom.28

Included in these facts spread by literature like Solzhenitsyn's and samizdat publications
was infonnation about the labor camps in Siberia operated during the Stalin years and the
number of "enemies of the people" sent there (in the millions). These underground publications
were spread between secret liberal groups. Some Russian historians emigrated to Western
Europe or the United States during the Soviet years, where they were able

to

access documents

in national archives and freely publish their research. When possible, people later smuggled
these books back into Russia. Irt some cases, it was also possible to circumvent the Soviet
teaching guidelines. In non-traditional history classes - for example in the philological
department at St. Petersburg State, where linguistic history is taught - professors could have
more leeway. This is because topics covered in language classes often were not included in the
lists provided in the booklets for courses in the history department. and it was possible to avoid
teaching the ideology.
The purpose of Russian history courses in history departments across the USSR was to
indoctrinate all S!?viet students into believing that the Soviet Union was the greatest country in
the world because it was the first country to experience a proletarian revolution that resulted in a
socialist state. Under communism, the government guaranteed health care, housing, employment
and higher education for all people, regardless of ethnicity or sex. No social classes existed
(theoretically) and therefore, no single group of people faced oppression or exploitation. For this
reason, the Soviets extolled communism as it existed in the USSR as a model of the greatest
system possible. And it is true these qualities were all positive attributes of communism. The
problem with the kind of indoctrination found in Soviet history classes was that it hid the truth of
2S
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the negative aspects of communism as well, providing only half the information. And many
Soviet history professors were not necessarily well-trained historians but teachers instructed
simply in Marxist-Leninist ideology.
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ID. The Unex.pected Problem: Too Little MinYUZ Control

MinVUZ has drastically changed the amount of control it retains over higher education
and public universities in the last ten years. Whereas it once controlled all majors, course
offerings, and courses down to the details of discussions and methods of teaching, now it
provides more of a guideline for how universities should operate and which courses they should
offer.
Control also pertains to textbooks and materials used in the classroom. MinVUZ
approved all textbooks used in classrooms during the Soviet era and continues to do so now. The
main difference is that many more textbooks are published now that contain various ideas
concerning history than were during the Soviet era. This has positive and negative effects. The
tex.ts no longer have to contain a Marxist-Leninist pre-approved framework, which means that
students learn a wide variety of theories - beneficial to their education and also to professors
with different ideas who desire to publish textbooks. This also means many more many more
textbooks are published, a benefit since a very small number of textbooks were approved in
Soviet Russia and there was little choice. There is a problem with a lack of quality control, and
that is that MinVUZ now seems to approve just about every textbook that it examines, out of fear
of being accused of censorship most likely, regardless of whether it is wrinen by a historian of
the time period discussed in the book or by someone who is an expert in a completely different
field. And textbooks resulting from the work of non-experts are often of poor quality, which
makes finding quality materials to use in the classroom suddenly a difficult task.
MinVUZ is also responsible for federal financial support to public universities. During
Soviet power, MinYUZ was able to support fully the programs at these universities without
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many problems. Technology was not such a necessity for education and the accessibility of
information before 1990. and less money went toward that end. Today, keeping up with modem
technology is me only way to provide the fullest education possible to students. MinVUZ no
longer has the money to fund competing professor salaries, computers. libraries, audio-visual
equipment, and internet access. The only way to find funding is not to keep universities free, as
they've traditionally been in Russia, but to stan charging tuition, which many students cannot
afford.
Professors' salaries are perhaps the biggest problem resulting from the lack of MinVUZ
money. at least according to the professors wim whom I spoke. Instructors at universities carry
one of fOUf rankings, depending on degree: dotsent (undergraduate degree), aspirant (master's
degree), kandidat (kandidatskaia degree, a bit less than a Ph.D) and professor (dokrorskaia
degree, a bit higher than a Ph.D). Each of these rankings carries a different pay level, but all of
them are extremely low. The "professor" level at Pomor State University, for example, receives
US$69 per month salary (or the Russian equivalent, about 2070 rubles), and the other instructors
somewhat lower, between US$40-50 per month. This is not nearly enough to support a family.
let alone oneself. As a result, instructors often tutor privately or teach in several places along
with meir regular jobs in order to eam as much money as possible. They also take grants to
teach in foreign universities or teach in private universities, where they receive much higher
salaries.
There is also a deanh of information technology available to students. especially when
compared wilh foreign universities. Naturally computer equipment costs thousands of dollars,
and would be even more difficult to acquire in Russia than in America because the value of the
ruble is so low (about 30/dollar). Tn- Pomor State University, for example, there are six
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computers in the history depanment in total. Two of them are located in the depanment of
Russian history, and one in the main office of the faculty. Only one of the two computers in the
Russian history depanment has internet access, and professors in the department mostly share
these computers. Students must use a laboratory on campus to gain access to the internet. The
department on~y just acquired the.if first copy machine as well - imponant for facil1itating
distribution of infonnation and ex.ams. In Russia, aH equipment and is very expensive. Even
internet access is a lot of money - about 15-20 rubles, or 50-70 cents, per hour, but for the
average Russian student, this is a large ex.penditure.
This causes a tremendous problem where research is concerned for most history students.
Without internet, they have limited access to documents for analysis, and the wealth of
infonnation that is available over the internet (and consequently to their peers in universities
abroad) that is necessary to them for research and educational development cannot be used,
except at great expense. Most students do not have internet at home and are therefore dependent
on the university. With limited computers, this too is a problem.
Access to archives and other primary sources is officially much more open today than it
was during the Soviet period, thanks to the lack of censorship. But students still encounter
difficulties researching in archives. since often it requires money to enter and obtain documents
there. For political reasons, it also seems that archives are becoming less accessible in recent
years, due to a tightening of administrative policies by the current government. 29 It is therefore
even more essential that students have opportunities to use the internet, as it is the best source of
information.
Another major role MinVUZ has played has been with regard to ideological control.
During the Soviet years, MinYUZ mandated a Marxist-Leninist framework for teaching history
29
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in every university in the country, as stated earlier. Now the situation is completely different:
MinVUZ dictates the courses offered by universities, bUl not the rules regarding them, and it has
no control over viewpoints in the classroom. The only real control it could still have is with
regard to textbooks, since MinYUZ approves all textbooks to be used in universities, but the
tendency now is to approve almost all texts and not examine them as critically for fear of
hindering ideological freedom.
During the Soviet years, booklets were published that explained briefly the course of
events in history and how instructors should discuss Russian history, Western history. ancient
history, and all other major areas of historical srudy. Now, MinVUZ has no control over what
professors and students say in the classroom, nor does it try to maintain control. Rather,
MinVUZ determines the courses that will be taught in history departments in universities all over
Russia, although the departments themselves choose from these courses to determine the exact
requirements for the history specialization. These requirements vary with regard to the area of
historical specialization as well. In the Soviet period, MinVUZ also determined the number of
hours each course required per week, but that is no longer true. Hours are recommended, but the
university has the final decision over the hours required for each course. There are varying
reports on these changes: one professor in Arkhangelsk said the hours have remained the same
for courses in the Russian history specialization, and one student in St. Petersburg said many
fewer hours are spent now on Russian history courses. 30 This results in discussing fewer topics
during a course and covering those topics in far less depth. Since universities receive the same
recommendations from MinVUZ, it seems that certain universities have exercised their privilege
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to change course hour requirements, and in this student's opinion,. it is to the detriment of
education.
The courses required for the Russian history specialization have changed somewhat over
the years as well. Students have always been required to Itake five semesters of basic Russian
history, from the founding of the Rus' in 862 A.D. to the present time, and many other courses
specifically determined by the history department in accordance with the guidelines suppl1ied by
MinVUZ. But some of these courses have changed. Among the courses now required are two
semesters of the history of Russian governmental institutions. history of the Ukraine. history of
51. PeterSburg, history of Russian culture, Power and Reforms, Russian society at the end of the

19th and beginning of the 20th centuries, foreign politics of Russia, and history of the political
parties and social movements in Russia during the twentieth century.:H This supplies an io-depth
understanding of Russia, its general history, local history, and policies and govemmeo(. All
students take the same courses for the major, there are few "electives". (In Pomor State
University. students may now choose three elective courses during their five years of study.
During the Soviet years. there were no electives.)32 Two hours per week are required for each
course during the semester (for some courses only 1 hour is required), and students typically
carry a five-course load.
Some notable differences in the curriculum between the 19805 and the current COUFse
requirements have mostly to do with the Soviet propaganda and indoctrination into Marxi.smLeninism. For example, during the early 19805, a course called Social Psychology was required
for the Soviet history major, as well other courses entitled the History of the
Socialist Revolution, history of the Great Patriotic War (or World War
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the history of the working class of the Soviet Union.)) Many of courses required then are
required now. but "Soviet" was in place of "Russian". It seems that the hours required have not
changed - they have remained steady at two hours per week.
Many of the instructors for Russian history courses are professors who taught during the
Soviet years. There are mixed reviews among students with regard to the quality of their
professors; some consider them to be very accomplished scholars, others consider them to be
left-overs of the Communist era who are only able to teach a Marxist-Leninist framework and
are not very qualified, nor very interesting. Many liberal historians believe that the "left-overs"
from the Communist years are not highly qualified professors, and naturally Russian history
professors with more liberal views especially of twentieth century history are preferred. In
Pomor State University. for example, most of the older professors are assigned to teach required
history courses for non-history majors. This way. the history students get the benefit of the
"liberal". qualified historians, and students nO[ choosing history as their major receive training
from supposedly less-qualified historians. 34
The difference is that younger, more liberal professors are often less afraid to discuss the
negative aspects of the past. They will discuss the different interpretations and the meril:S of
each, and they are less attached to Marxist-Leninist theories, most likely because they have been
educated in a more liberal environment and were not so indoctrinated in socialist belief. Some of
the older professors still are not used to being critical of Marxism-Leninism and it can be
uncomfortable for them to teach different interpretations of history.35 As it is, professors with
more liberal views have encountered some resistance among more conservative professors in
their respective departments with regard to teaching these views in the classroom. A professor at
Course plans. year 1981. Russian History lcafedra, St. Petersburg State Uni versiry. SL Petersburg. Russia
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Pomor State University a few years ago wished to offer a course called "Totalitarianism and tile
Russian Church." The dean. who was (and still is) a member of the Communist party. objected
to this title. for what were implied to be political reasons. However. as soon as the title of the
course was changed to be less "offensive". he allowed the professor to teach it. 36
Of course. as many viewpoints and interpretations as possible are desirable for srudents to
study history. whether they are of a Marxist-Leninist or a more liberal orientation. Having many
different interpretations forces students to analyze each and choose which one makes the most
sense. The problem exists when historians who specialize in other areas of history attempt to
write a textbook on twentieth century Russian history. or when authors who are not historians at
all attempt to write books. Often. people publish books just to make money.3? There is one
ex.ample of a book written by a professor of ancient Russian history at 5t. Petersburg State
University, Professor Igor Froyanov that has to do with twentieth century Russian history. Many
historians and students dislike his book because he is not considered to be an expert on this
period in history, and they believe it is blatantly filled with his Communist ideas. J8 In fact.
according to the Union of Councils forJews in the Former50viet Union: "It is published under
the title of the state's Peoples of Russia program and recommended to students in higher
education establishments that specialize in history as a textbook on the course of 'modem
Russian history.' The book relates a Jewish-Masonic plot. .. it is essentially a quasi-scientific
work.,,39 Many other such books are reported to exist.
Because there is no control over interpretation, some radical theories have been published
as historical texts. An example of a theory about the October Revolution cited by one student
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include a theory that Lenin received money from Germany - which is uue - but it was to destroy
the Russian state. Another obviously far-fetched interpretation is that the revolution was the
result of a Jewish-immigrant conspiracy. As an example of how many Russian people believe
history has become infested with far-fetched tales, one rock musician made a reference on
television to a theory that Lenin was a mushroom. 40 He said this in jest, but was referring to the
absurdity of some of the historical interpretations that have been made in the last ten years. And
many professors and students agree that MinVUZ approves most texts, even though they may be
radical or unqualified. One student referred to Russian history as a creation of popular culture.41
As a result, professors often use old books in their courses - some were published in 1982.
according to a few students in St Petersburg - because so few new ones can be found that are of
good quality. It does not mean the professor cannot debate the interpretation in class. but it
makes teaching new material that much more difficult. Considering the emphasis placed on
current information in today's society, this has a disappointing effect of. ironically. too little
ideological control.
It is on the whole beneficial to students and professors that MinVUZ has relaxed its
control as much as it has. In-depth analysis of texts and documents from different points of view
is now possible. and critical analysis is a fundamental part of a complete education. This critical
analysis existed previously in universities. but with restrictions on what the analysis could be.
During the Soviet period, term papers and dissertations had to be in accordance with MarxistLeninist themes in history. Now. students may write on whichever topic they choose. provided
they find a professor to advise them. The direction of analysis then comes under the control of
the professor; students prefer to choose a professor who agrees with their interpretation,
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otherwise they may receive a poor grade. 42 MinYUZ no longer has any say over ideological
maners, making it easier for students and professors to conduct research however they choose.
This changed role of MinYUZ has been important in the reform of the education system
because it allows for an improvement of teaching methods (to be further discussed in the next
chapter) and for the free flow of information. It is true that MinVUZ should be more critical in
approving textbooks that are of high quality by expert historians, and this would make it easier
for professors to choose the material for their courses. However, professors seem to believe that
this way is better than the old way, because at least there are different interpretations available.
The fact that MinYUZ has little money to supply to the universities is no direct faull of its own,
though this is perhaps the biggest problem with regard to educational reform in the last ten years.
With an improving economy, MinYUZ should be able to subsidize education bener. This is
essential to educational reform, since a shortage of quality professors will exist until salaries
reach a level that makes it worthwhile lo become a professor. In time, many of these problems
should be resolved.
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IV. The Effect of the Financial Crisis on Russian Undergraduate History Education

When asked what the gravest concern was about teaching history twenty years ago,
everyone with whom I spoke unanimously agreed that it was the Soviet propaganda that
infiltrated all of the material in history classes, with only one Marxist-Leninist interpretation and
its many omissions, contradictions, and inaccuracies. There was no room for disagreement or
debate. Luckily, as previously stated, this type of ideological control no longer exists. However,
other problems remain in its place that have developed since the fall of the Soviet Union. When
asked the same question about the present with regard to teaching history. I received more than
one answer. Too linle ideological control was one of them. But many professors stated financial
concerns, and teachers' salaries specifically, as being the biggest problem.
The reasons for this are clear. Professors receive abysmally low salaries in Russia. In
Arkhangelsk, the university pays its professors between US$40-70 per month; in St. Petersburg.
professors receive around US$IQO-I30 or a linle more per month. 43 As previously stated,
MinVUZ supplies the money for professors' salaries, and MinVUZ has little money to give.
Therefore. professors receive whatever the university's budget can afford. and these salaries are
not nearly enough to live on, much less support a family. This includes professors who have
received the highest degree attainable in Russia, the doktorskaia degree. Professors are forced to
take jobs at more than one school; many teach in the university and in a gimnaziia (high school)
or a different university at the same time. Professors also take on private students and tutees in
order to make enough money on which to survive. This problem does not only encompass the
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history department, bur all departments in every public university in Russia. It is a tragedy that
professors are paid so little, and the ramifications are enonnous.
The obvious problem with low professors' salaries is that fewer people decide to become
professors upon graduating the university, creating a shortage of instructors. Newer graduates. in
St Petersburg especially, often choose to teach at smaller, private universities that often have
joint programs with universities in Western Europe and the United Slates and are funded by
money from these universities and other foreign programs - for example, European University,
which is partially funded by Bard College in the United States and is part of an international
network of universities. Because of this, professors at these universities make much bener
salaries than professors at the public universities, and are a bener choice for graduates
specializing in history. In Arkhangelsk. there is less drive for students to major in history if they
do not wish to Slay in the city, because there are fewer universities (and no foreign-run private
universities that I discovered), and the university there is not considered to be as prestigious as
St. Petersburg State University. Many other professors, especially thosewilh foreign language
ability, travel abroad on grants from foreign universities to teach for a couple of years.
Graduates also tend to opt not to teach at all and find other career paths after they finish
university. This makes it very difficult to find qualified young professors and creates a sort of
"brain drain" effect in Russian academia.
This leads to another problem. The deputy dean of the history department at Pomor Slate
University and the head of the Russian history kafedra. Mikhail Suprun, said outright that
students and administrators there prefer younger, more liberal professors for their history
courses, because they are less likely to fall back on the old Marxist-Leninist framework but
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rather present new and varied interpretations of history.44 This is a major reason that they have
the older Soviet-era professors teaching the history classes for non-majors. In chis, they have
been successful: students spend about 65-70 percent of their class time with professors who are
younger and more liberal. and about 20-30 percent of their class time with older professors from
the Soviet era. 45 However, it can be difficult to find qualified younger professors, since there are
fewer of them now than there were fifteen or twenty years ago. Fewer younger professors means
fewer professors with more liberal training (non-ideological training). so students receive less
exposure to different interpretations of history. This exposure is highly valued among "liberal"
professors, and even with some more conservative professors. It seems to be highly valued
among students as well.
Another major financial problem in the universities is the lack of technology and supplies
available to students and professors. Whereas universities in the west tend co have multiple
computer labs with high-tech new equipment, up-to-date software and speedy internet
connections, Russian universities have a very difficult time acquiring all of this. Russian
universities also do not have the money to replace old books in the libraries, or to buy new AV
equipment or maps.46 It requires money that is not sufficiently supplied by MinVUZ, an~ is
difficult to come by otherwise.
As is typical in Russian universities. the professors in St. Petersburg State University and
in Pomor State University do not have individual offices. Instead, the professors in individual

kafedry - typically between five and ten, as I saw in St. Petersburg and Arkhangelsk - share one
office for each ka/edra, and there is a main office for the dekanat. or the dean of the university.
But in each of these offices may be one or two computers, to be shared by all the professors •
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whereas their counterparts in America for example typically each have their own offlces and
computers. In Pomor State University, the Russian history kafedra shares two computers. only
one of which is connected to the internet. Students are not allowed access to these computers,
and may use the computers only in specifically designated labs on campus or in the library.
They pay for this internet access, which for them is very expensive, and there are no electronic
databases. Libraries suffer from this as well. Much of the literature in libraries tends to be of the
old Marxist-Leninist orientation, as there is linle money to buy new books. As a result, in
combination with the lack of internet access, students have few resources of current information
with which to conduct research.
What makes this situation even worse is that students have linle money for textbooks as
well. Textbooks, on average, are much less expensive than they are in the United States. I went
to a local bookstore and purchased four or five textbooks on Russian history, each of which cost
between US$5-1O. This may seem relatively low, but for students who struggle to earn even
$100 per month off of which to Ii ve, it is very expensi ve. Professors may require books for
classes, but they cannot be assured that their students will have the means

[0

buy and read them.

Therefore, much of what the students learn in their courses they learn from lectures and the notes
they take in c1ass.
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This limits their exposure to historical literature and the diversity of

interpretations therein.
Another concern stemming from the lack of financial support is the problem of bribery.
Technically, university tuition in Russia is supposed to be free for all students who desire an
education. That was a point of pride during the Soviet years, and it officially remains the same
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in Russia today. However, because universities are short on money, they look to other noo
official means of acquiring money, and one of these ways is bribery.
It is common knowledge now that some places in the university are "commercial". In
other words, some students - perhaps

to percent -

must pay to enter the university if they do not

pass their entrance exams with high scores. (Universities in Russia have traditionally accepted
students solely on the basis of high entrance exam scores.) This money for tuition goes to the
university, and some people consider this to be a good thing. But some people also argue that it
is simply impossible to gain entrance to the university without contaCts or bribery.48 In St.
Petersburg, this issue is especially relevant. because St. Petersburg State University is one of the
two most prestigious universities in Russia. Admission here is highly desirable. but some people
believe that even with the best exam scores, admission is impossible without a contact or a bribe.
For many Russians, this "tuition" is too expensive to afford, and students are not able to attend
the university. And bribery extends into the classroom as well. When students cannot get into a
class, often they will bribe a professor to let them have a place in it - and the professor will
pocket the money.49 This is understandable, considering the need of professors for more money.
but the ethics are still questionable.

It is obvious that many things need to change in the Russian economy before university
education can resolve these financial problems. Salaries everywhere in Russia are very low, not
just for professors, and until students and professors are secure in making enough money off of
which to live, supplies will still be in short order and professors will prefer jobs with other
universities or in other professions. Students of wealthier families will continue to bribe their
way into the university and into classes, and will continue to have a better chance of entering the

.us Galeeva., Alia Shakhmaranovna. Interview, January 15,2002.
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university, until the economic situation eases a bit Ideally, the government should find a way to
give more money to the universities to help curb these problems, but many other sectors are also
suffering financially and there is not enough money to go around. This is a temporary low
period through which all sectors must struggle until the government gains more control over the
flagging economy and starts collecting taxes, and until individual salaries go up and inflation
stabilizes. Once this begins to happen, then the university can begin to address its financial
concerns and start paying its professors decent salaries, updating libraries, and keeping up with
necessary technology. Without it., the necessary variety of documents and textbooks containing
different interpretations of history is not accessible, and students suffer therefore. It is not
ideological control, per se, but it functions in nearly the same way.
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V. Slavophiles vs. Westernizers Revisited

A long-standing debate has existed in Russia for the last century and a half over its own
identity. Is Russia more closely related to Western Europe, or to Asia, or is it a culture
completely individual unto itself? With the politicallransition in Russia the last ten years, it has
been a concern whether to follow the western model of democracy and capitalist economy or to
devise another. more socialist path of its own.
Naturally, there have been many influences from both Asia and Western Europe. The
Mongols invaded in 1223 and irrevocably left their mark, intermarrying with the Russian
population and mixing their culture with that of Kievan Rus. Many peoples from Central Asia
and the Caucasus made Russia a very diverse country. incorporating Muslim beliefs (although
religion was outlawed during the Soviet period) and Asian culture into the population. Peter the
Great. in the beginning of the eighteenth century, believed Russia was backwards in comparison
to Western Europe and brought Western culture into high society in St. Petersburg in the fonn of
language. dress, and theater. Catherine the Great continued this trend in the late eighteenth
century. And within the country itself, an estimated 104 different ethnicities make up the
Russian population. All things considered, it is very difficult to judge from where Russian
culture receives the majority of its innuence.
The question of Russian identity manifested itself among the intelligentsia in the mid
nineteenth century. not only in relationship to culture but also the direction of the progress of the
government. Most members of the intelligentsia were dissatisfied with the state of affairs at this
time in Russia; serfdom existed until 1861, the tsar wielded autocratic control (which they often
abused). and the peasants suffered in poverty with few rights while the very small aristocracy
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reaped the benefits of the tsar's rule. Revolutionary thought bred in Russia, and dissenters fell
into two camps. There were 'Westernizers", who believed that Western culture was beneficial to
Russia and were generally in support of deposing the tsar and forming some kind of democracy,
like in Western Europe. The "Slavophiles" were in support of a traditional Russia and believed
that Russia could forge its own path, not relying on Western culture or government. Slavophiles
represent the traditionally xenophobic tendencies of Russian culture, which stem from the many
invasions it has suffered over the centuries, the most serious being that of the Mongols. This was
a heated debate, and it dominated much of the discussion among the intelligentsia in the 19th
century.
Now that the Soviet Union has fallen, this debate has reappeared in a slightly different
form. In the last ten years Russia has grappled with the direction that its government, economy,
and overall culture will take - towards democracy and a market economy, wilh much influence
from lhe West, or towards a socialist course with a very strong central government. The people
of Russia are divided as to whether they should welcome Western investment in the form of
banks, stores, restaurants, and other enterprises, therefore subjecting itself to greater outside
influence and leaving itself vulnerable to the influx of Western culture, or whether Russia should
attempt to do everything on its own, importing as few goods and enterprises as possible and
rebuilding itself out of its own industry and production.
This question hits a deep nerve in many Russians. Some people welcome the influence
of the West. A choice of more goods of bener quality is available, and Western companies are
likely to pay higher salaries. If Western companies come to Russia., it creates more jobs for
Russians and helps alleviate the difficulty of low salaries as well as unemployment. However,
many olher people believe that Russia should rebuild itself with its own induslry, stores, and
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institutions. They may be of poorer quality at first.. but in the long run, they will become
stronger and able to compete with foreign businesses. And it means that the money made by
these corporations will stay in Russia, instead of leaving the country. Xenophobia, anti
Semitism and chauvinism have been traditional parts of the Russian culture, and they playa key
role in the Slavophile argument. The question becomes the subject of a hot political debate that
affects all Russians - especially historians of the twentieth century anempting to teach a highly
politically-charged subject.
The Westernizer SIavophile debate has therefore now appeared as well in education.
4

Politically, the country seems to be split into two camps, the "liberals" and the "conservatives".
Liberals tend to favor western influence, while conservatives prefer to build Mother Russia up
with its own businesses and industry. The remaining Communists of Russia, of which there is a
considerable number, fall into the conservative category. Some people consider them backwards
and reactionary; others consider them patriots. These politics are in full force at the universities.
where most professors ally themselves with one camp or another. And because of such factors
as salary competition and prestige, this debate has created tensions in interpersonal relations
within the history faculties in universities in Russia, more so in universities such as St.

.

Petersburg State that have more access to Western funding and influence (being located in a
major cosmopolitan city).
International influence manifests itself in universities in Russia through grants to
professors, sabbatical opportunities, and exchange programs and study abroad experiences for
students. Many of these programs are funded by universities abroad that sponsor the programs
rather than by MinVUZ or Russian universities. Professors may - and in some cases, are
encouraged to - receive grants to study for a year or two in a country in Europe or the Americas.
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They take their sabbaticals and do research abroad, or they teach in a university abroad for a year
or two. This kind of opportunity is most common among historians whose specialties are in
western history, but is in some cases also available for any historian in the department who
speaks a western language and can obtain the grant. Students may also choose to study abroad in
one of the western countries, especially if their concentration is western history or if they want to
study a western language.
The advantage of slUdying abroad for history professors and students is that they gain
access to documents and archives that are not accessible in Russia. Moreover, they gain access
to different interpretations of their area of history and also of Russian history for analysis. In the
meantime, they also have exposure to different political ideas in the country in which they study.
It is this kind of exposure, mostly to "liberal" ideas about democracy and capitalism, that the
conservatives fear so much.
Between St. Petersburg State University and Pomor State University, Western influence
is received differently. It is welcomed at Pomor State University, whereas the history
depanment appears to be divided over its opinion of the value of Western influence in St.
Petersburg. This division has been the cause of a deep and messy conflict in St. Petersburg State
University, involving a long-time Communist dean being fired for reports of anti-Semitism and
attempts at ideological control. What the two universities have in common is that interpersonal
liberal-vs.-conservative politics between professors still has an effect on which courses are
taught at the university; however, this friction has caused many more problems in St. Petersburg.
One reason for this is that St Petersburg State University is one of the most prestigious
universities in Russia. Students and professors compete fiercely for positions there, and the
image of the school is very important to the people who work and study there. When reports
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surfaced of an anti~Semitic dean in the history department, it reflected badly on the department
and on the university as a whole - and this notoriety spread throughout Russia. When asked
abom the history department in St. Petersburg and whether they knew anything about the
scandal, the professors in the Russian history department in Arkhangelsk immediately identified
them as a "bunch of Communist anti-Semites."so The prestige of the university, and of the
professors that work there, was in jeopardy. The fact that Sf. Petersburg is the second-biggest
city in Russia, very cosmopolitan with quite a few Western restaurants, hotels, stores, products,
and a considerable number of tourists also is significant, because those living in Sf. Petersburg
see the influence of the West every day. St Petersburg State University, with its connections
and prestige, has far more contacts in the West than a smaller university in the interior like
Pomor. Combined witll the aIlti-Western sent,imenr mat many Peterburgers share, it is
understandable that St. Petersburg would be more averse to Western influence.
Because of the opportunit,ies for grants, study abroad, and higher salaries available in a
city like St. Petersburg. those in the university who are less likely or able to partake in them
naturally feel leff behind. The competi'tion for sabbatical and teaching opportunities abroad
seems to be

fair~y

high, and a good part of the reason for this is not just the prestige, but

~he

money involved. Those professors who are able to travel abroad and teach for a year on a grant
from a Western university receive a more Western-standard salary - which, for any professor in
Russia, would be a justifiable goal. And the professors who are more likely to recei ve these
grants are professors who specialize in the history of Western Europe, the United States or South
America, and who speak one of the Western languages. Those professors of Russian history
who do not speak one of these languages are left behind. This causes much friction and
resentment, and it was from this kind of bad feeling that the scandal erupted in St. Petersburg.
so Suprun. Mikhail Nikolaevich. Interview, January 17.2002.
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Dean Igor Froyanov is one ·of the professors who got "left behind" wi'th me new wave of
Western contacts. As previously stated, his specialty is Ancient Russia. from the founding of
Russia in 862 through the Mongol invasions of the 13 th cenrury and the so-called city-state
structure that emerged in Russia prior to the empire of Ivan IV. He does not speak any Western
languages, and therefore is not eligible for many of the opportunities that have been available to
other professors in his department. Being a staunch Communist and very conservative, he is
against the influence of the West in the university and does not appreciate the liberal ideas that
many of his professors share, nor the fact that many students study abroad in western countries.
"Professor Froyanov reportedly drove a popular lecturer out of the university because he
had accepted a part-time post at the European University, which is funded by Western
sources. He also reacted hysterically to the fact that a handful of students got involved in
study abroad programs in the West.,,~1
It is reported that many professors left during his tenure as dean, out of disagreements
with him politically. As one student put it, "It was impossible to work with him if you did not
agree with him politically.,,52 There are many professors in the department who maintain liberal
political views and impart these in classes in the department. This, along with the fact that more
students at SPGU prefer to study Western history that Russian history at this point, aggravated
Froyanov to the point that he began what seemed to be a campaign against liberal ideas in the
department.
The conflict began when Froyanov brought a poster glorifying Stalin into the department
and hung it in a noticeable place. This offended many professors who remembered Stalin's
slaughter of innocents, many of whom no doubt had relatives who had been arrested and sent to
labor camps in Siberia during the Stalin years. The struggle intensified when Professor Boris
Komissarov, specialist in Brazilian hislory and the dean of the kafedra of Western history, was
51
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away for some time. The deputy dean of the kafedra took advantage of the opportunity to fire a
number of professors who were described as "unqualified." This point is debatable, as many
students of these professors submined letters in protest, claiming their professors were very
highly qualified and beloved by their students. They also all held liberal political views. At least
one letter was sent from a professor as well in support of the fired professors. This professor was
fired soon after. There are at least two leners from students that were submitted to the rector of
the university, Liudmila Verbitskaya, claiming that they tried to support their dismissed
professors and then unjustly received failing grades for the semester.
The cycle of lener-writing continued. A letter sent to the rector and signed by five
conservative professors defended Froyanov and his

actions~

this was countered by another lener

signed by many other professors and students defending Komissarov and his position. Some of
the supporters of Froyanov were said to be aiming to get Komissarov's position as dean of the
western history kafedra once he was dismissed (which he was at one point but he was then
reinstated). Word of the conflict leaked into the media; the conservative professors, including
Froyanov, were extremely upset about this. Many articles appeared in periodicals in St.
Petersburg concerning the conflict, some supporting Komissarov and some supporting F.royanov.
divided mostly along traditionally liberal-vs.-<:onservative politicaJ lines. The dissatisfied
students of the history department, upset with the corruption evident there, set up their own
website. www.istfuck.narod.ru. as an underground website to follow the conflict. ("lstoricheskii

fakyl'tef' is the tem for "history department" in Russian, "istfalC' for short.) The students,
divided in their support of Froyanov, debated in open forums on this site as to whether
Froyanov's actions were justified, and the site also contained up-to-date information of the latest
developments in the conflict. SL Petersburg State University was quickly gaining a reputation as

5\

having the "dirtiest" history department in the country, and this corrupt, anti-Semitic image was
hurting the university's prestige immensely.
Eventually, the rector - who, among many other scholars at SPGU, is Jewish - stepped in
to convince many of the professors who were supporting Froyanov in the next elections for dean
to vote instead for another candidate. (Deans are elected by professors in Russian universities
rather than appointed by the rector or by the governing body of the university.) Before the
elections, the history department was split almost half-and-half, with a slightly larger contingent
in favor of Froyanov. Some students maintain that most of these professors were afraid to stand
up and speak out against him for fear of losing their jobs. He lost the elections and, after 18
years in office, stepped down as dean. He fought this decision, but ultimately lost. As of now,
he is still the head of the Russian History ko.fedra, but no longer of the department.
Some of his fellow professors, students, and outside parties as well accuse Froyanov of
being an anti·Semite and a Stalinist. One professor referred to how Froyanov "terrorized" the
other professors in his department. 53 Searchlight, an anti-fascist magazine, describes Froyanov

as:
"a notorious red-brown writer [who] resorted to blackmail, censorship of colleagues'
wrinen work, threats and public accusations of homosexuality in a manner that dragged
the history faculty's already tarnished name through the dirt. In Froyanov's academic
fiefdom, blacklists of students of Jewish origin continued to exist long after most other
universities abandoned this despicable practice in the 1990s.',54
The Russia Intercessory Prayer Network identifies him as the "openly anti-Semitic
department head" and refers to the conflict between him and the students and professors "who
fear for the reputation of their school".55 His colleague, Professor Vorabyev, is also described as
an anti-Semite; during classes, he supposedly would play with the last names of students who
53
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were absent when calling attendance. A typical comment he might make, referring to the
absence of a srudent with a Georgian last name, would be "Dh, is he on the street selling
shaverma someplace?'.56 (Shaverma is a traditionally Georgian dish.) A good amount of this
kind of chauvinism and anti-Semitism still exists among the very conservative in Russia, and
these two professors are good examples of it.
Many of their srudents are unhappy with these radical conservatives as professors. Some
see them as unqualified leftovers from the Soviet era who teach nothing but Marxism-Leninism
because they understand nothing else. 57 They complain that they are boring speakers and not
good scholars, but "managers" rather than teachers. 58 However, some students aJso said they had
never heard an anti-Semitic remark made in the classroom, and said they considered Froyanov to
be a good scholar. Undoubtedly he is an outstanding scholar in his specialty, bm with regard to
recent Russian history and the politics surrounding it, the situation becomes muddled. Some
students appreciate the Marxism-Leninism and view it as one of the interpretations available in
the university, believing that more interpretations leave room for more analysis. 59 It seems that
within the depanment, there is more debate and sympathy for Froyanov than outside the
department. All sources outside the history department identify him as an anti-Semite and refer
unflaneringly to his campaign against liberalism in the department
The local ideological control of Froyanov did not just involve firing qualified liberal
professors. There were some issues during his tenure with a "liberal" professor attempting to set
up a conference for students and having it (questionably) vetoed. 60 Professors were unofficially
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required to teach their courses in agreement with Froyanov's conservative beliefs and to use his
textbooks. 61 The courses taught by conservative professors are often still very pro-Communist in
places - concerning Stalin and World War II for ex'ample - and exemplify how polit1ically
sensitive the subject of twentieth century Russian history really is, especially when other
professors are being fired for ideological disagreement
Now that Froyanov no longer leads the department, the scandal seems to be over.
Professors are free to leach whichever interpretations of history that they choose, whether liberal
or conservative, without fear of risking their jobs. There have been no further problems reponed
with interpersonal struggle in the department, and the student underground website now has been
taken offline. However, the reputation of the history depanment at SPGU, judging by the
reaction of the professors in the history department at Pomor State University, has been severely
tarnished. It may be a while before it can fully recover.

In Arkhangelsk rather, influence from the West there is appreciated, as it provides
opportunity for study and education that the university cannot supply to its srudents and
professors. It lacks the money for materials and technology, so it welcomes any opportunities
that exist. They regularly invite Fulbright scholars from allover the world

(0

speak at the

university on historical topics, and consider it a priority to hire young professors with more
liberal viewpoints. It is true that the dean of the history department is a Communist, and once in
a while he will bring propaganda for the Communist party into the department, but he does not
force this upon his professors or students. 62 In fact, the dean himself, Andrei Viktorovich
Repnevskii, is a professor of Western history, unlike Froyanov in St. Petersburg. Dean
Repnevskii mentioned an increasing concern that he is feeling pressure from politicians of the
Rymsha, Maksirn Vladirnirovich. Interview, January 13,2002; Faizullin, Evgeny Maksimovich. Inlerview,
January 14,2002.
62 Supnm, Mikhail Nikolaevich. Interview, January 17,2002.
61
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Arkhangelsk region and from Moscow to influence students according certain party lines, but
until now he has refused to do 50. 63 Naturally, he is less likely to criticize Communist ideology.
as discovered during the

~nterview,

but the chauvinism and anti-Semitism that existed in St.

Petersburg does not seem to be an issue in Arkhangelsk. Presumably this is because there is less
Western influence in the interior aad therefore there is less reason to resist it.
Because SPGU is Ilocated i,n such a cosmopolitan place with much western influence and
is cOflsidered such a prestigious university, ,it ,is more susceptible to the extreme chauvinist
poHtics in reaction to western influence. I would assume Moscow State Universiry to have
undergone the same type of struggle that went on in St. Petersburg, perhaps even more so,
although I have found no information about that In bUth, ideological freedom does exist in
universities in the present lime. and the censorship seems to have been mainly a result of

.
interpersonal conflict and resentment and not of a coordinated attempt at ideological contro!'
Russia, like the rest of the non-Western world, is contending with the powerful and influential
economic and political force of Western culture. This raises the Westernizers-vs.-Slavophiles
question again and ag·ain, and until Russia begins to rebuild itself economically and stabilize, it is
likely that heated struggles like the one in St. Petersburg might continue to occur. However, it
seems that the number of conservatives is relatively small in comparison to the rest of the
universiry population, and gening continuously smaJler, so the risk of struggle breaking out and
hindering the quality of education will hopefully decrease with time.
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VI Conclusions

Russian university education has made much progress in raising awareness for the
necessity of free speech in the classroom and for the advantages offered by having many
interpretations of historical events available. Analysis is an essential element of underslaIlding
history, and different interpretations of the events of history provide students with material to
analyze in order to create their own construction of history. Most professors with whom I spoke,
and all students, greatly value the availability of current, factual infonnation and quality
textbooks for this purpose.
They all agree as well that MinVUZ does too little to cOOlrol the kind of infonnation that
is now available. The blame falls in its attempts to move as far away as possible from Soviet
censorship, without taking into account the essential matter at hand: the quality of Russian
education. Students say that it is often lefl up to them to decide which textbooks and materials
. are of reputable quality, something they should not entirely be trusted to do if they are students
and not scholars in history in the first place. In this sense, MinVUZ has gone too far in the
opposite direction from its policies during the Soviet years. A fair balance must be achieved in
order to preserve the integrity of MinVUZ and its recommendations, meaning that some
ideological control is necessary. Faculty are also at fault here for not making a more conscious
effort to promote control and to educate students in which interpretations of Russian history are
valid.
MinVUZ's recommendations with regard to course requirements and teaching methods
are less reprehensible. Now that professors may discuss more than one ideology, class
discussion and debate is possible, and no' restrictions from MinVUZ exist wil.h regard to courses
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that may be offered. The only concern here comes from universities themselves, the result of
interpersonal political conflicts that result in courses being slightly altered or even cancelled
because some of the ideologies are offensive - usually to the dean. Fortunately, after the scandal
in St. Petersburg. people in both SPGU and Pomor seem

to

be on alel1 for this type of control,

and the chances of it recurring in such ugly fonn are unlikely. But a chance always exists for
this type of conflict to recur, especially since Russia is still undergoing an economically and
politically devastating transition. It is at these times in history that radical politics gain more
support to voice their concerns.
Financial concerns affect the free flow of infonnation in a more indirect manner, over
which universities have little control. This issue is nearly entirely dependent on the Russian
economy improving at some point in the near future, so that professors may start receiving
adequate salaries and students may start affording school supplies. By this same point,
technology and equipment should be more readily available. There are signs that the Russian
economy is looking to improve as of lale, and one would hope that the educational institutions
would be a priority of the Russian government.
Instrumental in finding more money for education is eradicating the corruption aJ:I1ong
financial oligarchs in Moscow and beginning to collect taxes. Tuition cannot easily be charged
for entrance, since students have no money to pay it, and only the very few wealthy students in
Russia would end up receiving higher education. With the current mess thar is Russian politics
and the Russian economy, having fewer educated people is the last thing the country needs.
Despite its financial troubles, the government must find a way to put more money into higher
education and prevent the continuing brain drain found in academia.
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One last note worth mentioning is that, in a discussion with Andrei Repnevskii, dean of
the history department at Pomor, I learned that the central government and the regional
governments (of which there are 89 in Russia., similar to our states) have been anempting to exert
political influence over the deans and rector of the university to garner support for their own
political parties and agendas among the students. This means influencing the students to vote a
certain way in local and national elections - which is not curriculum-related ideological control,
but state-sponsored ideological control just the same. Also, in a discussion with Mikhail Suprun,
I discovered that the Russian national archives, which were opened after the fall of the Soviet
Union to all historians wishing to conduct research there, have begun to be closed for research
without appropriate pennission and/or payment Most likely this is a function of financial strain
rather than an outright anempt at ideological control, but it has the same effect of cutting off
information.
BoLh of these events indicate an administration in Moscow Lhat is cautious about free
flowing information and is possibly even willing to edge backwards towards the fine line
between protecting necessary information and condoning censorship. This also hints at a
recentralization of power in the government that may be taking place in Russia wiLh regard to
information and, consequently, education. If things do indeed progress in this direction, the
progress Russia has made trying to assure a lack of censorship and institute a free flow of
infonnation will be destroyed. This bodes poorly for the future quality of higher education.
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